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 A study of the stress-strain state (SSS) of disc specimens has been conducted when test-ing specimens 
with stress concentrators (grooves). The research has shown that the trun-cation of circular discs along 
two symmetrical chords makes it possible to change the type (the ratio of principal stresses) of SSS 
that occurs at the destruction site. Therefore, these specimens can be used to assess the structural 
strength of materials on standard single-drive testing machines, taking into account the real type of 
SSS that occurs in the bearing elements of machines. The results of numerical SSS modeling have 
been used to build the dependences of the SSS type and level on geometric parameters of specimens. 
Geometrical parameters can be chosen for a certain SSS type to assess both the static and fatigue 
strengths of materials used in the manufacture of bearing elements.   
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1. Introduction 

 
     Bearing structural elements experience static or cyclic loads that create a volumetric stress-strain state (SSS) as a 
concentration of stress near the structural irregularities (holes, protrusions, grooves, etc.) with destruction sites. The SSS 
affects the service life of structures under the static and cyclic loading (Kogaev et al. 1985). Under the compression, uniaxial 
tension or shear, the material strength criteria can be different for different SSS types (Smirnov-Alyaev, 1968; Tsvik et al., 
1978), which requires to use unified strength criteria and various limit state equations (Kogaev et al. 1985; Pisarenko et al.; 
2008; Lebedev et al.,2003; Tsvik, & Zenkov, 2015a,b, 2018; Zenkov, 2017). 
 
     The static structural strength with regard to the SSS type can be calculated by various limit state equations (e.g., Pisarenko-
Lebedev’s equation, Yagn-Buzhinsky’s equation, Drucker-Prager’s equation) (Kogaev et al. 1985). In Zenkov & Tsvik, (2017, 
2018); Zenkov (2017), the computational and experimental method for calculating the structural strength has been described. 
It can be used to calculate the refined strength characteristics (values of the weight factors for the components responsible for 
fracture mechanisms) that are determined by destroying the specimens that have the SSS type similar to the one in the structure 
under study. The specimens can be tested to destruction on standard single-drive testing machines (Tsvik, 2017; Tsvik et al. 
2020). The method can be used on special testing equipment with several power drives that creates multidirectional effects 
on the specimen (Zenkov & Tsvik, 2018). However, the process of testing is difficult (Zenkov & Tsvik 2018; Zenkov, 2017; 
Tsvik, 2017; Tsvik et al. 2020). 
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     The SSS-based method involves the following stages: 
- Calculation of the SSS level and type under conditions similar to the operation ones; 
- Determination of SSS invariants included in the combined strength criterion of the structural material at possible 

destruction sites; 
- Selection of laboratory specimens for testing to destruction at a given (selected by the results of preliminary 

calculation of SSS characteristics) value of SSS invariants that determine the strength in accordance with the combined 
strength criterion. 

 
      At the first stage, computer engineering technologies are used. The finite element method (FEM) is applied in solving 
problems of solid mechanics. The FEM-based apparatus of deformation mechanics and numerical and analytical methods for 
solving boundary and contact problems of mechanics are used to calculate the stress-strain state in MSC.PATRAN, ANSYS, 
Femap (with NX Nastran), etc. The second task can be solved in an automated mode by calculating the function set in the 
software. At this stage, characteristics of the SSS are determined (Zenkov et al. 2019). In accordance with the method 
described in (Zenkov & Tsvik, 2018; Zenkov, 2017; Tsvik, 2017), the third problem can be solved if there are laboratory 
specimens appropriate for mechanical testing. During the destruction, their SSS invariants (SSS type) coincide with the 
corresponding values of the SSS characteristics determined at the second stage. P is a criterion of similarity of the SSS that 
occurs in the structures and corresponding specimens. It is the ratio of the first stress tensor invariant to the second one 
(Kogaev et al. 1985; Smirnov-Alyaev, 1968; Pisarenko et al., 2008), 
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where σ1, σ2 and σ3 – stresses at the destruction site; σi – equivalent stress calculated by formula, 
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(2) 

 
      Strain measurement and numerical modeling of stress fields of highly loaded elements of machines and mechanisms have 
shown that the values of P at the destruction site are in the range of, 
 

– 2 ≤ P ≤ –1;    1 ≤ P ≤ 2. (3) 
 
     The calculation of strength in the contact zone of the rolling element of the railway car axle box bearing is an example of 
determination of the SSS (P< 0). In this case, P is close to – 2; for ShKh4 steel used in the manufacture of bearings, the 
permissible contact stress is 3500 MPa (GosNIIV 1996), which is double the ultimate strength of this steel under the uniaxial 
tension (1250 MPa). Experiments that have revealed a decrease in the strength under the biaxial tension (the hard stress-strain 
state type corresponding to the second in inequalities (3) (Smirnov-Alyaev, 1968) are described in (Zenkov & Tsvik, 2015; 
Vilimok et al., 2013). 
 
     When calculating the structural strength using the combined strength criteria, in laboratory specimens, it is difficult to 
create a SSS type with a different ratio of the SSS invariants in accordance with inequalities (3). At P=2, the ratio of SSS 
invariants corresponding to the hard SSS type is most dangerous. 

 
2. Analysis of computational stress-strain state modeling of existing disc specimens 
 
     Currently, to assess the strength under complex stress-strain conditions, specimens of various shapes (e.g., laboratory disc-
type specimens) can be used (e.g., a disc specimen with stress concentrators - U- and V-shaped notches of the same size and 
configuration located on the narrow opposite sides (edges) of the disc (GOST 25.504-82, 2004). 

 
     The use of such specimens does not ensure the required accuracy of calculation of the structural strength, since the variation 
in P in the range corresponding to inequalities (3) is limited. The specimen of a prismatic shape with longitudinal and 
transverse planes of symmetry and two lateral protrusions located longitudinally can improve the accuracy of SSS simulation 
(Zenkov et al., 2014). The specimen has a U-shaped cross-section. Under the uniaxial force in the working zone located on 
the surface of the fillet transition in the middle part of the specimen adjacent to its transverse plane, it creates a stress-strain 
state type that satisfies one of inequalities (3). A significant drawback of this specimen is its complex shape (a system of 
grooves and protrusions) and a scheme of location in the bearing elements, which requires the use of both massive lateral 
prismatic supports and two end supports, which raises the mating surface manufacture accuracy and quality requirements for 
creating the biaxial SSS. 
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     To assess the strength of materials under the complex stress state (Fig. 1), let us study the laboratory specimen (Tsvik et 
al., 2009) of a round disc shape with stress concentrators (U- or V-shaped grooves) located on the opposite sides of the disc 
(a disc specimen). When testing the disc specimen, its support is used along the outer edge and in its working zone located in 
the center of a circular disc on the surface of the lower U-shaped groove. The stress-strain state can satisfy one of inequalities 
(3). 

 

 
                                    a                                                                                 b 

Fig. 1. Structural shape of the disc specimen 
(a) General view and (b) A quarter of the specimen truncated by two planes of symmetry 

 
      Fig. 1(b) shows that in the vicinity of the axis of rotation of the original circular disc where the grooves are located, the 
material forms a relatively thin layer of a variable thickness between the groove surfaces. In mechanical testing, the specimen 
is supported along its outer circular contour (in Fig. 1, the lower side of the circular disc is bearing). In its central part, the 
specimen is loaded with a vertical downward force (perpendicular to the median surface of the circular disc). The force is 
distributed on the load side of the specimen over the small circular surface (the circular sector in Fig. 1). 

 
3. Mathematical model of deformation of disc specimens 
 
     To study the dependences of variation in the SSS type, the mathematical model of volumetric elastic deformation has been 
built. For homogeneous isotropic materials, the differential equilibrium equations of the theory of elasticity u are used, 
 

  (   )         0 ,L grad divλ μ μ= + + Δ =u u u  (4) 

 
where L – differential operator of the theory of elasticity; u – target displacement vector at points of region D occupied by the 
deformable elements; λ, μ – coefficients that determine the mechanical properties of a homogeneous isotropic material (Lame 
parameters). Eq. (4) is applied to the region occupied by the material and the bounded surface S = Sσ + Suσ, under boundary 
conditions, 
 

;S    ),()ν(
σS σ∈=⋅ MMFT S S uσuσ uσ( ) 0,   (ν ) 0, ,   SМ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ = ∈u ν T τ  

(5) 

 
where Sσ, Suσ, – surfaces for which displacements, forces and mixed (contact) boundary conditions are given; Т – stress tensor; 𝑭  𝑀  – surface force vector given for surface Sσ; 𝛎, 𝛕 – single vectors that determine the normal and tangential directions to  
surface S at point M. 
 
     A SSS analysis was carried by the method of MSC.PATRAN modelling. The specimens and their SSSs are symmetric 
with respect to the planes of symmetry of the U-shaped grooves; therefore, to reduce the number of computing resources, 
their fourth part was discretized and boundary conditions for kinematic fixation were set. Finite element (FE)-models were 
digitized on the basis of the first-order hexahedron. The method of controlled localization described in (Zenkov et al. 2011) 
was used. The FE grid was condensed to the working zone on the lower groove surface following the law of progression (see 
Fig. 2). The total number of FE did not exceed 110000. The discrete model is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
      On the outer edge of the bearing surfaces, boundary conditions corresponded to the axial fixation of this edge. The design 
loading was carried out by applying a unit pressure uniformly distributed within the circle of a small diameter to the central 
part of the specimen. This diameter was equal to a quarter of the diameter of the upper surface of the specimen. The specimen 
fixation conditions are shown in Fig. 3. Under the elastic deformation, structural steel was used: Young's modulus E = 210,000 
MPa, Poisson's ratio ν = 0.3, mass density ρ = 7,85Е-9 tons/m3. 
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Fig. 2. Discretization of the FE model  

 
 

 
Fig. 3. Disc specimen fixation conditions. 

 
      The initial geometric parameters are the width and depth of the lower and upper grooves. The dependences of P calculated 
by formula (1) and Kσ on the geometrical parameters were built for the working zone. The coefficient of concentration of 
equivalent stresses Kσ was calculated by formula, 
 

ном
i

iK
σ
σ max

σ = ,      

 
(6) 

 
where σi

max – equivalent stresses at the point of observation of the working zone; σi
nom  – nominal equivalent stresses - stress 

intensity in the center of the similar (by diameter and thickness) disc specimen without concentrator grooves. The outer 
diameter was invariable and equal to 200 mm, thickness H = 20 mm. 
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4. Results of numerical simulation of SSS of disc specimens 
 
      Structural variants of the disc specimens were used to simulate the values of Kσ and P that are characteristic of real 
structures. As a rule they are made from materials that are elastically deformed under the operation conditions, and Kσ is no 
more than 4 (Birger et al., 1979; Kuznetsov et al., 1999). The following ranges of variable dimensionless values of geometric 
parameters were studied (Fig. 4), 
 

[ ]6,0;25,0ρн ∈=
H
Rн

;  [ ]25,0;15,0ρ ∈=
H
RO

о ;  [ ]15,0;2,0−∈=
H
Zζ . 

 
(7) 

 
Н – total thickness of the specimen; Rl – groove radius on the load side, Rb – groove radius on the bearing side, Z – distance 
from the observation point to the middle surface of the original circular disc (without concentrator grooves) taken with a 
minus sign if the observation point is below the middle and with a plus sign, if it is above the middle surface. The following 
dimensionless geometric parameters were analyzed: ρl – relative groove radius on the load side; ρо – relative groove radius 
on the bearing side; ζ – relative displacement of the observation point from the median surface of the original disc. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Geometric parameters of the disc specimen 

(I) Working zone of the specimen. 
 

Fig. 5 shows the results of a FE analysis as a distribution of equivalent Von Mises stresses σi for one of the specimen 
options. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Distribution of stress intensity σi in the disc specimen. 

 

     Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the results of variant studies of the stress-strain state of disc specimens under the elastic volumetric 
deformation. 
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                            а                                                                                            b 
 Fig. 6. (a) Dependence of coefficient P and (b) Kσ on the geometric parameters of plane cylindrical 

specimens at ρo=0,15           

                        а                                                                                      b 

Fig. 7. (a) Dependence of coefficient P and (b) Kσ on the geometric parameters of plane cylindrical 
specimens at ρo=0,25 

     The distributions of P and Kσ values in the working zone of the disc specimens at a fixed value of the groove radius on the 
bearing side ρо = ρоmin = 0,15 and ρо=ρоmax = 0,25 are shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b), respectively. 
The computational experiments show that the value of P varies from 1.2 to 1.75 (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). Stress concentration Kσ 
has a relatively low value (varies within 0.2 <Kσ <1.4). The disadvantage of round specimens revealed by the method of 
numerical SSS modeling in a wide range of variations in the geometric parameters is due to the fact that variations in groove 
depths, widths and rounding radii do not change the value of P in the range described by inequalities (3). This range is only 
partially modeled with disc specimens. 

 
5. Results of numerical simulation of SSS of disc specimens with truncation 
 
     The strength modelling accuracy improvement task can be solved by numerical modeling of a laboratory specimen that is 
able to create a range of changes in coefficient P described by inequality (3). Truncated circular disc 1 of a constant thickness 
(the main disc) with bearing surface 2 and loading surface 5, bounded by external circular contours 3 whose centers coincide 
with the geometric centers of these surfaces is studied (Fig. 8). This circular disc is equipped with edge notch 4 (groove) 
located on one of these surfaces and has truncation 6 of the main disc, which is created by two planes symmetric about the 
geometric center of the main disc and perpendicular to its middle surface (truncation planes). Edge notch 4 is a groove that 
has a V-shape in the cross-section and is symmetric about the plane perpendicular to the median surface of main disc 1 and 
passing through the geometric center of this surface. 
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Fig. 8. Structural diagram of the disc specimen 
(a quarter of the specimen truncated by two planes of symmetry) 

(I–I) Working zone  
 
      The disc specimen rests on its outer contour 3 on ring support 7. In the central part of the specimen, transverse test force 
8 distributed over the surface of circular shape 9 is applied to loading surface 5. Under the force applied to the surface of 
rounding radius 10, which is the working zone - a concentrator of mechanical stresses – and groove 4 on the axis of rotation, 
the biaxial stress-strain state occurs. 

 
      The disc specimen is deformed when being tested. The specimen is based on its outer contour 3 of bearing surface 2. 
Under test force 8 distributed over circular surface 9, disc 1 bends and the bending moment occurs in the working zone of the 
surface of rounding radius 10, which causes positive stresses σ1 - tensile stresses acting perpendicular to groove 4. 
Simultaneously, when loading the working zone towards groove 4, the bending moment occurs on the surface of rounding 
radius 10, which causes positive stresses σ2 - tensile stresses acting on groove 4. Stresses σ3 on the surface of rounding radius 
10 are equal to 0, which creates the biaxial SSS on the surface of rounding radius 10. The task of a FE analysis is to check the 
possibility of modeling the SSS that occurs in the working zone of the specimen in the range (3) by changing the distance 
between two truncation planes. The specimen is characterized by a number of geometric parameters. In computational 
experiments, the following ranges of variation in variable dimensionless values of the geometric parameters were studied 
(Fig. 9), 
 

[ ]11,0 ;
D
2Sk ∈= . 

 
(8) 

     In Fig. 8, N is the total thickness of the specimen, H = 20 mm, r is the groove radius on the bearing side, r = 3 mm, S is the 
distance between the geometric center of the main disc and one of the specimen truncation planes, h0 is the groove height on 
the bearing side, h0 = 10 mm. In accordance with equality (8), k is the degree of specimen truncation. Fig. 10 shows a 
distribution of equivalent Von Mises stresses σi for one of the disc specimens. The kinematic specimen fixation conditions 
are in line with Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 9. Geometric parameters of the disc specimen 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 10. Stress intensity distribution σi in the truncated disc specimen 
(a) at k = 0.8 and (b) at k = 0.1 
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     The SSS simulation results have shown that in the working zone stress intensity σi is maximum. For this reason, the 
destruction site is localized in the middle part of the specimen on the surface of rounding radius 10 (in the working zone of 
the disc specimen shown in Fig. 8). Fig. 11 shows the dependence of coefficient P on k - the relative truncation of the disc 
specimen for the total thickness H = 20 mm, the groove radius on the bearing side r = 3 mm, the groove height on the bearing 
side h0 = 10 mm and the diameter D = 200 mm. Figure 11 shows that when varying the values by truncating the disc specimen 
(S in Fig. 9), P can have any value that satisfies one of the inequalities (3). 
 
     When simulating biaxial stress states (the first inequality (3)), the required type of SSS is created by changing the position 
of the specimen in the testing machine: the loading surface and the bearing surface interchange, and the specimen is turned 
over. 

 
 

Fig. 11. The P to k ratio with invariable parameters Н, r, h0 and D  
                                                     

     Fig. 11 shows that in order to vary the value of coefficient P in the working zone corresponding to inequalities (3), it is 
sufficient to change the degree of truncation. 

  
6. Conclusion 

 
1. Disc specimens improve the accuracy of assessment of the structural strength of materials tested on standard single-

drive testing machines with regard to the real type of stress-strain state that occurs in the bearing elements. At the destruction 
site, the SSS varies in a small range. 

2. It has been numerically shown that truncation of a disc specimen can change the type of stress-strain state that occurs 
in the working zone. Therefore, these specimens can be used to assess the structural strength of materials on standard one-
drive testing machines with regard to the SSS type. The numerical SSS modeling allowed us to build dependences of the SSS 
types on the disc specimen truncation and choose geometric parameters of the specimens to assess the strength of materials. 

3. For the disc specimen, the variation in the relative truncation makes it possible to simulate various ratios of biaxial 
tension, including the biaxial SSS, characterized by the maximum value of coefficient P (Pmax = 2). This makes it possible to 
apply the specimens for assessing the static and fatigue strength of the material of load-bearing elements under the complex 
stress-strain state characterized by inequalities (3). 
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